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Abstract

A major aim of neuroscience is understanding the brain circuitry underlying observable behaviors. Recently, an increasing number of tools have allowed researchers to investigate brain circuitry in unprecedented ways. However, behavior quantification methods have remained coarse and labor intensive, thereby limiting our understanding of underlying brain circuitry. Naturalistic behaviors like parenting are especially difficult to quantify, as they must often be reduced in a laboratory setting and usually lack trial structures. To address this problem, we have created a three-pronged approach to quantify previously described as well as newly defined behaviors and motor actions of parenting in mice. Our first approach is a user-defined system of geometric feature descriptions that were used to quantify 12 previously described parenting behaviors such as pup retrieval, pup investigation, etc. Our second and third approaches use unsupervised methods like Generalized Linear Model-Hidden Markov Models (GLM-HMM) and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) to quantify newly described parenting behaviors. Firstly, we used a GLM-HMM to identify 3 hidden states underlying the interaction of the adult and pup mouse. Next, we used an unsupervised clustering approach combined with an HMM to identify 14 behavioral states such as forward locomotion, stretch and contract, idle with no head movement, etc. To demonstrate the utility of this behavior quantification framework, we used it to distinguish parenting behaviors in mothers, fathers, and virgin female mice. We also used it to identify behaviors encoded by parenting related neurons in the medial preoptic area (MPOA). This framework ultimately provides a robust method to quantify naturalistic behaviors.
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Introduction

One of the major objectives of neuroscience is to understand how underlying brain circuitry produces observable behavior, defined as “the internally coordinated response of whole living organisms to internal and/or external stimuli” (Levitis et al., 2009). In recent years, with the emergence of powerful new technologies (e.g. selective genetic targeting of neurons, imaging of neuronal activity in awake behaving animals, and optogenetic/chemogenetic circuit manipulations), researchers are now able to observe and manipulate brain circuitry with higher cellular and temporal precision than ever before and infer novel roles individual neurons play in producing observable behaviors. Despite these advances, technologies for quantifying behavior—defining the specific motor actions and motivational state sequences within a given behavior—have remained rather rudimentary. Without adequate behavior quantification, our ability to interpret experimental data and understand basic brain function principles is severely limited.

Previous work prioritizing the quantification of behavior has led to remarkable new findings in neuroscience (reviewed in Krakauer et al., 2017). For example, the circuitry for sound localization was found through an initially robust behavioral problem: how does the brain identify the location of a sound source based solely on auditory cues? Given this behavioral framework, Jeffress (1948) proposed a solution hypothesizing that avian brains could match temporal delays between the ears in receiving sound waves to identify unique sound source locations. Indeed, subsequent studies were able to identify specific nuclei in barn owls that detected such delay lines and contained coincidence detectors (Parks and Rubel, 1975; Carr and Konishi, 1990; Overholt et al., 1992; Joseph and Hyson, 1993; Wagner et al., 2002). Similarly, detailed behavioral quantifications have resulted in the discovery of other key neurons:
quantifying the initial loss of implicit motivation led to the discovery of neurons that reduce movement rigor in Bradykinesia (Mazzoni et al., 2007), quantifying the jamming avoidance response among electric fish led to the discovery of neurons that detect prey signal disturbances in electrolocation (Watanabe and Takeda, 1963), and quantifying motor behavior goals led to the discovery of neural circuits that compose motor learning behaviors (Taylor et al., 2014).

The history of research with the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans best illustrates the critical importance of rigorous behavior quantification and how it is difficult to infer the relationship between brain mechanisms and behaviors by solely looking at neuronal activity. Indeed, despite an in-depth knowledge of the nematode genome, cell types, and connectome—essentially every cell and its connections—researchers have been unable to fully understand how neural structure and activity can be translated into behavioral actions (Carandini, 2012; Gomez-Marín et al., 2014; Badre et al., 2015; Cooper and Peebles, 2015). Moreover, even if a connection is drawn between neuronal activity and behavior, this connection can be misinterpreted without proper behavior quantification. For example, in mammals, the activity of mirror neurons was initially misinterpreted as action understanding and interpretation, but improved behavior design and quantification has now revealed that mirror neurons are involved in action selection rather than action understanding (Hickok and Hauser, 2010). Such conclusions made based on the example of mirror neurons had already been phrased by Tinbergen (1963) in the 60s, noting that without first understanding the significance of a response in the context of an animal’s natural life, there may be significant confusion in labeling a coordinated response to a stimulus as a “behavior”. Finally, detailed behavior quantification ensures that the right neurons are being examined, especially given that the scale of neurons involved in producing behavior varies greatly between individual behaviors (Marder and
Goaillard, 2006). Previously, a small subset of neurons was first recorded during specific behavioral tasks. Then, these recorded neuronal activities would be correlated with the timing of behavior events within the tasks. Without a large quantity of both recorded neurons and detailed behavioral quantification, these correlations could not be very specific and would allow for misinterpretations of neuronal function. For example, it is hard to rigorously infer whether multiple circuits are responsible for a single behavior without enough recorded neurons or whether one circuit is responsible for multiple behaviors without detailed behavior quantification (Marom et al., 2009; Katz, 2016). However, researchers can now record from many neurons simultaneously during any given behavior (Musall et al., 2021). Therefore, a finer and more detailed description of behavior is needed accordingly to produce correlations with a high degree of reliability and specificity. To sum it up, to understand the neural basis of behavior more holistically and rigorously, researchers must develop techniques that can accurately quantify behavior with high detail.

Although more detailed behavior quantification is needed to better understand the neural basis of behavior, many current behavior quantification methods have remained rather coarse, especially while studying naturalistic behaviors. Naturalistic behaviors, such as foraging, parental care, predator-prey interaction, sexual selection, and social interaction (Dennis et al., 2021), are exhibited by animals in their natural, wild environments; they often differ from controlled behaviors, such as lever-pressing frequency (Winstanley and Floresco, 2016), head direction (Duan et al., 2015), or go/no-go success rates (Song et al., 2017), that researchers conceive and measure in laboratory settings. For years, researchers have faced three major options for naturalistic behavior quantification that all had limitations. As a first option, researchers could choose to quantify behavior by building it into an experimental paradigm (e.g.
forcing mice to turn their heads to the left for a reward) and measuring that behavior as the experiments progressed. While this quantification method produces high-throughput and consistent data, it captures behavior in a low-dimensional way, often reducing a naturalistic behavior down to a single observed measurement (e.g. the number of times a mouse turned its head to the right or left) (Gao and Ganguli, 2015). Alternatively, researchers could choose to measure a characteristic feature of a behavior that is not inherently built into the experiment (e.g. pupil diameter, locomotion velocity, face/whisker movement (Juavinett et al., 2018). Since these features do not constrain the design of the experimental paradigm, this option allows researchers to test more naturalistic behaviors. However, this option still limits researchers in analyzing naturalistic behaviors through a certain number of features, which may overlook various complexities within the naturalistic behaviors themselves. Finally, researchers can choose to develop their own classification system and quantify behaviors manually. Although this method provides numerous details and can capture the intended naturalistic behaviors, it is extremely labor-intensive, with hours spent devising the classification system and training others to use it. Most importantly, these methods suffer from user-specific variability and bias, making it hard to translate and use behavior quantifications derived from such methods at a larger scale (Berman, 2018). In fact, there have historically been many discrepancies even among expert behavior annotators on how to accurately quantify a behavior, especially the timing of a behavior’s onset and offset (Levitis et al., 2009; Segalin et al., 2020). Furthermore, given the user-defined nature of these methods, personalized classification systems may also limit the number of behaviors that are quantified, since researchers often focus on a few specific behaviors and ignore more interesting or unique ones (Wiltschko et al., 2020).
In recent years, various machine learning algorithms have improved the three aspects mentioned above by allowing for more naturalistic, complex, and unbiased quantifications. First, recent advancements in machine learning tracking systems have enabled the development of new methods that can accurately track animal body postures without artificial markers by humans. In these tracking systems, animal behaviors can be abstracted and estimated by features related to the centroid of the animal’s body, an ellipse of the animal’s body, or select body points of the animal (Pereira et al., 2020). This automation has led to the quantification of more naturalistic and complex behaviors, mitigation of previous tracking obstacles (e.g. occluded, disappearing, or undetected objects), and tracking of animals in new environments (e.g. multiple animals, 3D pose estimation) (Pereira et al., 2020). For simple centroid and ellipse estimations, classical trackers such as Ctrax (Branson et al., 2009) and ToxTrac (Rodriguez et al., 2017) are practical solutions that do not require researchers to expend much time or effort. For more complex centroid or ellipse estimations and pose estimations, deep learning algorithms have become the state-of-the-art technique. Mature frameworks such as DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018), SLEAP (Pereira et al., 2020), and DeepPoseKit (Graving et al., 2019) have allowed researchers to accurately quantify behavior solely from video frames by integrating custom and corrective labeling, active learning, and transfer learning features. Second, using these improved tracking methods, supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms have rapidly improved to quantify behavior more effectively and objectively. Supervised algorithms allow researchers to define a fixed set of criteria for classifying behavior and work well for quantifying previously described behaviors. Unsupervised algorithms define behaviors based on repeated patterns found in the data without researcher input and work better for quantifying previously undescribed behaviors. The general process for these algorithms has been to first extract postural estimations
from a video, then translate these estimations into a dynamic representation, and finally create a behavioral representation based on stereotyped actions (Berman, 2018). In recent years, supervised methods such as SimBA (Nilsson et al., 2020) and MARS (Segalin et al., 2020) have allowed for unprecedented findings in mouse social behavior with higher accuracy and more unbiased quantification. Unsupervised methods such as state-space models have also recently exploded in popularity due to their abilities to quantify previously described and undescribed complex behavior. Specifically, these unsupervised machine learning models have quantified complex mouse behavior as specific behavioral components with defined transition probabilities (Wiltschko et al., 2015), fly stereotyped behaviors as hierarchical states (Berman et al., 2016), fly mating behavior as a series of unobservable, hidden states (Calhoun et al., 2019), and drug-induced mouse behavior as specific behavior syllables (Wiltschko et al., 2020).

Despite these machine learning advances, behavior quantification remains rather coarse and needs further refinement. Indeed, researchers have still been unable to quantify many naturalistic behaviors. Yet, as established above, being able to quantify naturalistic behaviors offers significant opportunities for understanding neurons’ functions in producing behavior. Social behaviors, specifically parenting behavior, is uniquely challenging to quantify as it involves several animals and multiple behavioral steps. Multi-animal tracking has long posed several challenges, namely that the correct body points are assigned to each animal and that body point continuity is maintained between frames for each animal (Pereira et al., 2020). In the context of parenting behavior, the body points of the pup are especially difficult to assign and maintain across frames, given that the pup often is occluded by other objects or blends in with the background nesting material.
Parenting behavior itself is a rather fascinating social behavior and a prime candidate for developing behavior quantification methods. Despite caregivers receiving no benefits from sacrificing time and effort into raising young, parenting behavior is robustly displayed by many animal species and consistently reinforced across generations without prior training (Dulac et al., 2014). This suggests that parenting behavior relies at least in part on evolutionary, hard-wired neural circuit function. Moreover, parenting behavior is a highly complex behavior that is made up of specific motor patterns, enhanced motivation for interactions with offspring, distinct hormonal states, and suppression of other social behaviors (Kohl et al., 2018). Thus, analyzing parenting behavior provides immense potential for understanding how a variety of brain circuits and mechanisms combine to produce complex behavior.

To thoroughly analyze parenting behavior, researchers have primarily relied on experiments involving varying assays of an adult mouse and pup. These adult mice could be virgin males, virgin females, mothers, or fathers, and the pup could be anywhere from a few days to weeks old. Prior work has noted how virgin females, mothers, and fathers naturally display parental behaviors when presented with a pup, whereas virgin males will attack and kill the pup (Vom Saal, 1985; Tachikawa et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2014).

More recently, researchers have attempted to illuminate the neural circuitry underlying differences in parenting behavior according to the animal sex and physiological state. In doing so, galanin-expressing neurons in the medial preoptic area of the hypothalamus (MPOA) were identified as having a key role in controlling parenting behavior in mice, since genetic ablation and optogenetic activation of these MPOA neurons respectively inhibited and facilitated parenting behaviors (Wu et al., 2014). MPOA neurons coordinate the motor, motivational, hormonal, and social aspects of mouse parenting behavior by integrating inputs from over 20...
nearby brain areas and activating these inputs based on the animal’s sex (e.g. female/male) and reproductive state (e.g. virgin female/male, mother, father) (Kohl et al., 2018). Specifically, the inputs from the pheromone processing pathways of the medial amygdala (MeA) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis were all activated differently between parenting groups of virgin females, mothers, and fathers (Kohl et al., 2018). These MPOA neurons also exhibit heterogeneity, as they are grouped into functionally distinct neuronal pools that each elicit unique aspects of parenting behavior (Kohl et al., 2018). In particular, the pools of MPOA neurons that project to the periaqueductal grey, ventral tegmental area, and MeA were confirmed respectively to increase pup grooming, increase motivation to interact with pups, and decrease competing adult social interaction behavior (Kohl et al., 2018). Another study using single cell sequencing and spatial transcriptomics identified around 70 neuronal populations with unique molecular signatures and spatial organizations in the hypothalamic preoptic region. Within these neuronal populations, six were consistently activated during parenting behavior: I-27 and E-1 solely for mothers, I-2 and I-16 solely for fathers, I-10 solely for mothers and fathers, and I-14 for mothers, fathers, and virgin females (Moffitt et al., 2018).

These molecular and functional findings have rapidly expanded researchers’ understanding of mouse parenting behavior, but such findings are inevitably limited by the lack of detailed quantification of mouse parenting behavior. For example, in the studies mentioned above, researchers were not able to definitively pinpoint the specific functions of the MPOA neurons due to the lack of detailed quantification of parenting behavior. While some motor actions can be easily classified as “parenting” or “not parenting”, such as grooming or attacking the pup respectively (Wu et al., 2014), other motor actions’ classifications are less clear. Without a detailed quantification of mouse parenting behavior, researchers then are unable to exactly
match a MPOA neuron’s activity with its specific parenting behavioral output, limiting the insights we can gain about a given MPOA neuron’s function. In addition, given the complexity of mouse parenting behavior, this ambiguity in quantifying mouse parenting behavior often prompts many researchers to rely on previous studies or expert annotators to define what motor actions or observable postures constitute mouse parenting behavior (Wu et al., 2014; Kohl et al., 2018). However, this reliance limits the findings of these researchers as well, since researchers are only looking at parenting behaviors that have been previously defined. Instead, there may be unknown behaviors related to parenting that are controlled by the MPOA neurons that researchers are overlooking. Furthermore, there could also be hidden factors such as motivational or emotional states that influence parenting behavior, much like more known factors such as sex and reproductive state (Kohl et al., 2018). Without defining mouse parenting behavior properly with such hidden factors, researchers could also be limiting themselves in the number of MPOA neurons that they can manipulate and observe changes from, thereby also limiting their holistic and full understanding of mouse parenting behavior itself.

This research will address these quantification needs of mouse parenting behavior through a three-pronged approach. First, I created a user-defined system of previously described parenting behaviors (e.g. grooming the pup, investigating the pup, retrieving the pup, etc.) by correcting body points of the adult mouse and pup and defining specific geometric features of previously described behaviors (e.g. area, angles, distances, etc.). With this user-defined system, I hope that researchers studying mouse parenting behavior can accurately and quickly obtain high-throughput data on which previously described parenting behaviors are happening at any given moment. Second, I created a data-defined system by using specific clustering, classifying, and inference methods to identify and quantify newly described parenting behaviors. Since this
method relies solely on the computer’s abilities to identify patterns in the data, there is potential for the computer to identify patterns previously unknown to researchers and for the researchers to define newly described parenting behavior. In addition, the inference methods also offer the ability to observe hidden motivational and emotional states of mice that may affect parenting behavior. In fact, such methods were able to uncover three hidden states in fly courtship mating behavior and allow researchers to illustrate the neurons responsible for switching between states (Calhoun et al., 2019). This data-defined system will comprise of two subparts to ensure that all aspects of mouse parenting behavior, whether the adult is alone or with the pup, will be captured sufficiently: therefore, one subpart will be solely focused on adult-pup interactions, while the other subpart will be solely focused on individual adult mouse postures.

Thus, with this three-pronged approach, we will now be able to quantify previously described and newly described mouse parenting behaviors and incorporate any effects of hidden states. Beyond mouse parenting behavior, this approach can be applied to other naturalistic behaviors. The ultimate hope of this approach is that it can elucidate a framework to understand any naturalistic behavior in the future and thereby increase the ability of researchers to precisely identify the unique functions neurons have in causing naturalistic behavior.

Materials and Methods

Parenting Assay Setup

Behavior Assays. Three different types of adult mice were used: virgin females, mothers, and fathers. For each behavior assay, the adult was allowed to roam freely for around 30 minutes in its homecage (dimensions: 15” x 8” x 6”) containing a nest. Around the 5-minute mark, the pup (1-4 day(s) old) was placed into the cage. Around the 20-minute mark, the pup was removed from the cage. All recordings were done with an Infrared (IR) camera (Model: Blackfly S,
manufacturer: FLIR) and recorded from an overhead perspective. The experiments were done in the dark with IR lighting. 12 behavior assays were used (8 mothers, 2 virgin females, 2 fathers).

**Animal Tracking.** All points for the adult, pup, and nest were tracked using DeepLabCut (Mathis et al., 2018) (Fig. 1). Each point was represented by its x-coordinate, y-coordinate, and confidence probability that DeepLabCut had detected it properly. All results were stored and outputted in H5 files.

**Neuronal Recordings.** Activity of galanin-expressing medial preoptic area (MPOA) neurons were recorded during parenting behavior. Briefly, calcium sensor GCAMP was expressed in MPOA neurons using a viral strategy. Next GRIN lens was implanted targeting MPOA neurons. After recovery, the animals were attached to a head mounted microendoscope (INSCOPIX) (Li et al., 2017). Calcium imaging was performed during parenting behavior. The images were processed using a standard CNMFE algorithm (Zhou et al., 2018). The calcium activity traces of MPOA neurons were obtained, and these signals were further used for analysis in this thesis.

**Part 1 – Quantifying Previously Described Parenting Behaviors**

The overall workflow of Part 1 is displayed in Fig. 2. We first extracted points for the adult mouse, pup, and nest from DeepLabCut (DLC). We then applied extrapolation and median filtering corrections to the DLC points. Finally, with the corrected DLC points, we quantified previously described parenting behaviors using various geometric features. This was done in all 12 behavior assays. We also visualized the corrected points and quantified behaviors to ensure that the correction and quantification steps were completed accurately.

**Extracting Tracked Points from DeepLabCut.** The outputted H5 files from DLC were used to extract the position of the tracked body points of the adult mouse and the pup and subsequently
Fig. 1. Tracked Points from DeepLabCut. Examples of a tracked adult (a), nest (b), and pup (c). There were 15 body points for the adult mouse, 10 points for the nest, and 4 body points for the pup. The 4 pup body points are highlighted in yellow in (c).
Fig. 2. **Workflow for Part 1.** Points from DeepLabCut were corrected, checked, and used to quantify previously described behaviors. After checking these behaviors, ethograms were outputted for each video.
converted into a python array using the *numpy* library. The array was of size (number of frames, (3 x number of points)), given each row was a video frame and contained points represented by their x-coordinates, y-coordinates, and confidence probabilities. The body points of the adult, pup, and nest were contained in different H5 files. The tracked points were organized into different numpy arrays for adult, pup and nest.

**Correcting Irregular Points with Extrapolation.** The imported points from DLC were preprocessed. A tracked point’s x-coordinate or y-coordinate was considered invalid if DLC could not detect it in a certain frame (e.g. occluded points), indicated by a NaN value in the array, or had too low of a confidence probability (< 0.15 for nest and pup, <0.1 for adult mouse). If the invalid coordinate was during the first or last frame of the video, it was replaced by the closest frame’s valid coordinate. If the invalid coordinate was during any other frame, we found the closest valid coordinates before and after it and then linearly extrapolated between these two valid coordinates to replace the invalid coordinates’ values. Results are shown in Fig. 3.

**Correcting Irregular Points with Median Filter.** Some incorrectly detected tracked points with DLC had high confidence probabilities (e.g. detected wrong objects, points jumped randomly between frames), so they were not corrected by the extrapolation step above. To correct this possible issue with these incorrect points, we conducted median filtering with a sliding window of 1 second duration over every coordinate in the data. We set the current coordinate’s value equal to the median value of the coordinates in the window. For most videos, we considered a set of 15 coordinates (7 frames before, 7 frames after, and current frame), given that 15 frames was the frame rate per second in behavior assay videos. For some behavior assay videos that were recorded at 7.5 frames per second (fps), we considered a set of 7 frames (3 before, 3 after, and
current frame). If the coordinate was in the first or last frame, we added the necessary number of frames before or after with the value 0. Results are shown in Fig. 3.

**Correcting Irregular Nest Points with Convex Hull Filter.** An additional filter was applied to the tracked nest points, given that the nest had a relatively fixed location and is a closed object. After applying extrapolation and the median filter to the nest points, a convex hull was formed around these points using the `scipy.spatial` library. If the area of this hull was larger than 1500 or less than 500, then the original nest points were replaced with the vertices of the convex hull. The numbers 1500 and 500 were chosen after visually inspecting multiple run-throughs for the average size of the nest, but future behavior assays may have different area threshold numbers. Occasionally, the number of convex hull vertices were less than the original tracked nest points. If this was the case, to maintain consistency across frames, the first convex hull’s vertex was duplicated until 10 nest points were achieved. Results are shown in Fig. 3.

**Visualization of Original Tracked Frames and Preprocessed Points.** All plotting for visualization purposes was done using the `matplotlib` library. First, using the `cv2` library, each frame from the video was saved as a PNG file. This ensured that the frame could be uploaded to a `matplotlib` subplot while still maintaining the original tracked frame’s dimensions for ease of comparability. Second, two subplots were created using `matplotlib` to combine the original tracked video frame with the plot of the corrected points. The corrected adult and pup points were plotted using the `matplotlib` library, and the corrected nest points were plotted using the `matplotlib.patches` library. Using the interactive feature of `matplotlib`, the plot values were dynamically replaced and redrawn each frame. Results are shown in Fig. 3.

**Quantifying Previously Described Behaviors.** For the previously described parenting behaviors (adult-pup, adult-nest, pup-nest, adult-pup-nest), we quantified them through a
Fig. 3. Visualization of Corrected Points. Selected frames taken from a behavior assay, where the left image shows the original tracked frame and the right shows the preprocessed points. In (a), the pup (green), adult (blue), and nest (red) are all shown to visually match the original tracked frame on the right. In (b), it is shown that the extrapolation and filter methods are effective at correcting frames where points (e.g., pup and nest) were not originally detected. In (c), it is shown that the extrapolation and filter methods allow occluded points (e.g., the pup) to still be detected.
combination of geometrical features of the nest, adult, and pup. Using the `shapely.geometry` library, we created two polygons with the corrected points to represent the adult mouse and nest and drew a line object with the corrected points to represent the pup. In addition, two ellipses were created using the `shapely.affinity` library, one centered around the adult polygon and another centered around the pup line. These ellipses defined the interaction areas around the adult and the pup. Based on previously described parenting behaviors, we used 9 parameters and various geometric features to quantify 12 parenting behaviors. The descriptions of the parameters and parenting behaviors can be found in Table 1. To save the behaviors present in each behavior assay, a numpy array of size (number of frames, number of behaviors) was initialized with all 0’s. If a given frame contained a behavior, that behavior’s cell value would be replaced with a 1. This file was ultimately saved and exported in a csv file.

**Correcting Pup Retrieval Quantification.** Although most behaviors were quantified accurately through the 9 parameters and various geometric features, we noticed that the pup retrieval behavior had some errors and sometimes single frames got labelled as pup retrieval. Since pup retrieval is a continuous behavior, there should not have been any isolated single frames with this behavior. To correct for this error, if the pup retrieval behavior was detected, we checked if this behavior happened during the first frame, last frame, or an isolated frame. If so, the cell value in the array was changed to 0. These corrections happened before the array was exported in the “Quantifying Previously Described Behaviors” method.

**Visualizing Quantified Previously Described Behaviors.** Using the `shapely.geometry` library, polygon shapes were plotted for the adult and nest, and a line shape was plotted for the pup. For the adult polygon, the head and body were first plotted as separate polygons before joining them together, since `shapely` does not allow for any point overlaps in one polygon. For the nest
Table 1. The descriptions for the 9 parameters are listed in (a). The 12 previously described behaviors are listed in (b), along with the criteria we used to quantify them.
polygon, the points were first sorted in a counterclockwise order to ensure proper plotting. The ellipse shapes denoting interaction areas were created using the `shapely.affinity` library, and they were centered and rotated around the adult polygon or pup line.

In addition, three text objects were inserted: one showed adult only behaviors (Entering/Exiting Nest, In/Out Nest), another showed pup only behaviors (Entering Nest, In/Out Nest), and finally one showed parenting behaviors between the adult and pup (Investigating Pup, Retrieving pup, Sitting with Pup, Entering Nest with Pup, Approaching Pup, With the Pup, Not with the Pup).

These texts were shown based on the saved csv file (“Quantifying Previously Described Behaviors” method) that contained which behaviors were present in each frame (indicated by a 1 in the numpy array in the csv file). If multiple behaviors were present, the code was arranged in a hierarchal fashion that displayed the first behavior according to the order presented in the parentheses above.

Each shape and text object were redrawn for each frame using the interactive feature of `matplotlib`. After all the frames had been drawn, using the `matplotlib.animation` library and the ffmpeg setting, the frames were combined and outputted in one mp4 file. Snapshots of the videos can be found in Fig. 4a-f.

**Checking Quantified Previously Described Behaviors.**

Behaviors were manually quantified by a trained annotator Stacey Sullivan. These annotations were exported as vectors containing 1 for a frame when a given behavior was occurring and 0 for frame when the given behavior was not occurring. These vectors were then compared to those predicted by our algorithm for four behaviors. False positive was quantified as the percentage of frames when the algorithm generated vector was 1 but the manual annotated vector was 0. False
negative was quantified as percentage of frames when the algorithm generated vector was 0 but the manual annotated vector was 1. The results are displayed in Fig. 4g.

We also plotted ethograms for each behavior assay using the matplotlib library and saved csv file (“Quantifying Previously Described Behaviors” method). Each behavior had its own value, where a dot was plotted at that value if the behavior was present, and a dot was plotted on the 0 value if it was not present. Ultimately, to make the graph cleaner, the y-axis for the ethogram started slightly above the 0. The x-axis was converted from frames to seconds for ease of interpretability. A sample ethogram is shown in Fig. 5.

Part 2 – Quantifying Hidden Parenting Behavioral States

The overall workflow for Part 2 is displayed in Fig. 6. First, we modified a python-based Generalized Linear Model-Hidden Markov Model (GLM-HMM), modeled off of the one originally used in Calhoun et al., 2019. Second, we corrected overlapping quantified behaviors from Part 1, since the GLM-HMM could only take in one quantified behavior per frame. Finally, we ran the GLM-HMM with the most optimal parameters to find the hidden parenting behavioral states for each video. 5 behavioral assays were used (3 mothers, 1 virgin female, 1 father).

Setting Up the Generalized Linear Model-Hidden Markov Model (GLM-HMM). We adopted the algorithm from (https://github.com/janclemenslab/pyGLMHMM) published by the Jan Clemens Lab, who rewrote the MATLAB GLM-HMM model originally developed in Calhoun et al., 2019 in Python. We optimized the model for our purpose. We varied and tested the model parameters to see which were the optimal values for representing our data. We found that 3 states, 30 bins, 0.7 lambda, and a training set including all mothers was most optimal. Further details on other parameter variations and results can be found in Table 2.
Fig. 4. Visualizations and Accuracies of Quantified Previously Described Behaviors. (a-f) Selected screenshots of the plots of a given behavior assay. Six different quantified previously described parenting behaviors are plotted, with the pup (green), adult (blue), nest (red), and ellipse (yellow) shapes. The text objects correspond with the parenting behavior (black), adult-nest interaction (blue), and pup-nest interaction (green). (g) The accuracy of four quantified previously described behaviors were cross-checked with manual annotations. The average false negative and positive rate was less than 10 percent, meaning that across these four behaviors, an average accuracy greater than 90 percent was observed for our Part 1 pipeline.
Fig. 5. An ethogram example for behavior assay #9. On the y-axis, each quantified previously described behavior is given a specific value. On the x-axis, the time in seconds is shown. (a) represents the entire behavior assay, whereas (b) is a zoomed in portion highlighted by the grey rectangle in (a). (c) follows a similar pattern, being the zoomed in portion highlighted by the grey rectangle in (b).
Fig. 6. The workflow for Part 2. We first modified another python-based GLM-HMM for our purposes in parenting. Then, we made sure to filter all the behaviors according to a hierarchy so that at each video frame, only one behavior was fed into the GLM-HMM. Finally, we trained and tested the GLM-HMM on all test set videos to output state transitions for each video.
Table 2. **Parameter variations and behavior hierarchy for the GLM-HMM.** In (a), the different parameters are listed, as well as the different variations we tried. The default parameters were 2 states, 30 bins, 0.05 lambda, training set of two mothers, and test set of mother, virgin female, and father. In (b), the hierarchy of behaviors is listed, where the higher behavior was assigned to the given frame when there was more than one behavior initially quantified.
Behavior Corrections. Our final model also took in two additional data inputs for training and testing it. First, we inputted 7 of the previously described quantified behaviors from Part 1 (Six behaviors 2, 3, 6, 7, 9, 10 from Table 1; all other behaviors were grouped under the seventh “Other” behavior). For each video, we only focused on the time periods when the pup was in the frame, since the hidden parenting behavioral states we were attempting to find in this part were based on adult-pup interactions. In addition, given that there were some overlapping behaviors (e.g. adult could be entering nest while also retrieving the pup), we filtered the data based on a hierarchal order (Table 2b) so that only one behavior was assigned to each frame at a given time. Second, we also inputted 8 features listed in Table 1a, where “Intersection Area” was eliminated since it contained overlapping information with the other parameters.

Training and Testing the GLM-HMM. To train the GLM-HMM, we needed to initialize the emission and transition probabilities, which represent the chance that any given behavior is outputted or state is chosen. For these, we initialized all emission probabilities at $1/(\text{number of possible outputted behaviors})$ and transition probabilities at $1/(\text{number of hidden states})$. In our case, the initial emission and transition probabilities were set at 1/7 and 1/3 respectively. After training the GLM-HMM, we predicted the state outputs for all videos in the test set.

Part 3 – Quantifying Newly described Parenting Behaviors (Individual Adult Postures)

The overall workflow for Part 3 is found in Fig. 7. First, we calculated and checked 14 features based on the adult body points found in Part 1. Then, we found the optimal number of clusters to conduct k-means clustering. Given the lengthy time it takes to cluster frames, we also trained two classifiers based on the k-means clustering output to use on future video frames. Finally, we found the optimal number of states for the HMM and trained it. After applying the trained HMM
Fig. 7. The workflow for Part 3. First, features are calculated, consolidated, and checked. These features are then assigned into clusters through k-means clustering. To save time on clustering for future datasets, classifiers are also trained with the clustering output. Next, the clustering output is used to train a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), which is then used to predict behaviors for all frames. Finally, all frames in each state are combined to be analyzed.
to all videos, we newly described parenting behaviors that were consistently appearing in all frames within a given state. 12 behavioral assays were clustered, trained, and tested on.

**Calculating Features.** Based on the corrected adult body points from Part 1, 14 features were calculated. Each feature’s description is outlined in Fig. 8a. Each frame’s features were calculated, and then the x-coordinates, y-coordinates, and calculated features were appended to separate lists. After each behavior assay was run, the x-coordinates, y-coordinates, and calculated features were combined and outputted into one numpy array. Additionally, a list of the total frames for each behavior assay was also created.

**Checking Features.** To check the features, we decided to use the ListedColormap and BoundaryNorm methods from the *matplotlib.colors* library to create a colormap. The colormap plotted a color based on the value in each frame. Since there were different types of features with widely ranging values, we split up the colormaps into three categories: angles, areas, and distances. Furthermore, to ensure that we could visually inspect the features on a similar scale, we normalized all points. Users were prompted for the test and time frame they wanted to check. If the resulting colormaps maintained a smooth gradient, then we knew that there were no massive jumps in the data, and we assumed that the features had been calculated and consolidated correctly. As an example, results for behavior assay #1 are shown in Fig. 8b.

**Clustering.** Using the k-means method from the *sklearn.cluster* library, we clustered the frames based on the calculated features. Since k-means requires an input of the optimal number of clusters, using the *sklearn.metrics* library, we first found the optimal number of clusters based on the Elbow, Silhouette and Davies-Bouldin methods (Fig. 9).

The Elbow method uses the sum of squared distance between each point and the centroid in a cluster as a metric (Within-Cluster Sum of Squares or WCSS) and plots WCSS as the number of
Fig. 8. Features from Part 3. (a) Descriptions of the 14 features collected of the adult mice. Left: the diagram of the tracked points on the adult are shown, labeled with numbers. Right: the descriptions of each feature are given with the numbers on the left. Notice that on the right, there are 4 angle features, 8 distance features, and 2 area features. (b) Checking feature consolidation colormaps for behavior assay #1. Top: the selected time frame that the user chose to examine. Bottom: a closer view of the top diagram to show the smooth gradient across all features, indicating that the features were calculated and consolidated correctly. Note that the feature numbers correspond to the those in (a).
Fig. 9. **Optimal Cluster Evaluations.** The three optimal cluster evaluation methods: Elbow (a), Silhouette (b), and Davies-Bouldin (c) methods. In (a), we can see that the second inflection point that often indicates the optimal number of clusters is around 27. In (b), we can see that the slight peaks that often indicate the optimal number of clusters emerge at 9, 21, 27, and 33. Finally, in (c), we see that the largest dips that indicate the optimal number of clusters emerge at 5 and 9. From this, we can conclude that cluster numbers of 9 or 27 are worth further pursuing.
clusters increase. As the number of clusters increase, the WCSS decreases. We took the optimal number of clusters to be the point at which the WCSS no longer decreases significantly to the visual eye. This result was confirmed by finding the second derivative of the WCSS curve, where around 27 clusters was considered optimal.

The Silhouette method is based on plotting the silhouette coefficient, which depends on the mean intra-cluster and nearest-cluster distance for each frame. As the number of clusters increase, the silhouette coefficient is expected to peak at the optimal number of clusters. Although there was not a prominent peak, local peaks were found at 9, 21, 27, and 33 clusters.

The Davies-Bouldin method plots the Davies-Bouldin score, which measures the ratio of within-cluster distances to between-cluster distances. As the number of clusters increase, the Davies-Bouldin score is expected to dip at the optimal number of clusters. Prominent dips were found at clusters 5 and 9.

From these results, it appeared that 9 or 27 clusters were promising. However, we ultimately chose 27 clusters based on two reasons: the Elbow method is still the most widely accepted method, and 9 clusters may overlook intricacies in the data. After k-means was trained on the 27 clusters, the clustering predictions for each frame was saved as a numpy array of size (1, number of frames). In addition, using the `umap.umap` library, I plotted and saved the clustered features on a 2-dimensional space all together and separately (Fig. 10).

**Classifiers.** After clustering the frames, we wanted to form a template, so that we can cluster frames from new videos faster and more easily. Therefore, we trained a classifier to assign frames to clusters from new videos based on the same set of features. Two classifiers, SVC and RandomForest Classifier, were created using the `sklearn.svc`, `sklearn.ensemble`, `sklearn.pipeline`,
Fig. 10. The resulting plots of the k-means clustering for 27 clusters. Since there are 14 features, there are 14 dimensions needed to represent the data. However, for ease of comprehension and readability, the features have been reduced to 2-dimensions in (a) and (b). (a) shows the conglomerated clusters, with the colormap on the right indicating which color corresponds to each feature. (b) shows the individual clusters in (a), where red represents the selected cluster and gray represents all other feature clusters.
and `sklearn.preprocessing` libraries. Using the `test_train_split` method from the `sklearn.model_selection` library, frames were split into training and testing sets using a division of 80 percent train and 20 percent test. The accuracy for each training iteration is shown in Fig. 11. After being trained, they were saved so that users can choose to use them to predict clusters for frames next time instead of re-running k-means.

**Hidden Markov Models (HMM).** Using the `hmmlearn` library and given the number of clusters and states, an HMM was created. The start probability of being in any state was initially set to 1/(number of states). In addition, the transition probability between states was initially set to 0.5 that the behavior assay stays in the current state and 0.5/(number of states – 1) that it goes to another state. Finally, the emission probability of a state predicting any cluster was initially set to 1/(number of clusters).

The timeseries containing the cluster identity of each frame were used to train the model. Given the unsupervised nature of our approach, we selected all videos to be used in the training set for the HMM. This ensured that the HMM could be trained on the most information available. However, users have the flexibility to choose how many and which behavior assays they would like to include for their own training sets. The trained HMM was then returned to the user and saved using the `pickle` library.

To test the HMM, we used the same inputs for training the HMM and predict method from the `hmmlearn` library to predict states for the test set. In our case, since we wanted to see what the HMM would output for each video and interpret the results with the most data available, we chose to include every video in our test set. However, future users can select how many and which videos to include in their test sets. After the states were predicted, they are saved along with the videos tested and lengths of each video in a `pickle` dictionary.
**Fig. 11. The Accuracy of the Classifiers.** Two classifiers were trained: SVC and Random Forest Classifier. Each classifier was trained for 10 iterations, and the accuracy of each iteration is displayed here. Each iteration had the data randomly ordered, of which 80 percent was train and 20 percent was test. For each classifier, the iteration with the highest accuracy was saved.
Finding Optimal Number of States for HMM. Using the outputted clusters (“Clustering” method), different HMMs were created with the number of states looping from 2 to the optimal number of clusters (found in “Clustering” method). For each loop, we found how many states contained 95 percent of the inputted clusters, given that most scientific research allows for around 5 percent of error. The number of states encompassing 95 percent of the cluster data was then plotted as number of states increased, ultimately plateauing around 14 states. Results are shown in Fig. 12.

Checking HMM Results. Using the predicted states for the assay and the cv2 library, we combined frames from the original assay video into state specific videos (e.g. all frames predicted to be state 1 would be combined into one video). We then visually examined each state specific video across multiple behavior assays to determine common adult postural features found within the state (e.g. position of snout/head/body, curvature, direction). Using these postural features, we determined the newly described parenting behaviors centered around individual adult postures. Finally, we plotted ethograms and saved csv files for the specific states as we did for behaviors in Part 1 (“Checking Quantified Previously Described Behaviors” method).

Part 4 – Neuronal Correlations

In this part, we wanted to test the potential of our framework for understanding neuronal correlates of parenting behaviors. We achieved this through two main methods: (1) finding the difference between the activities of MPOA neurons when a select behavior/state was happening and when it was not and (2) correlating the activities of MPOA neurons with outputted parenting behaviors/states.
Fig. 12. Finding HMM Optimal Hidden States. The graph used to find the optimal number of hidden states across all behavior assays. Each iteration, the number of hidden states was increased in an HMM and trained using all behavior assays. Ultimately, as the number of states increase, more states are expected to be empty, as there is an optimal number of hidden states that can represent the data. Any more states than this optimal will not help, as the data has already been grouped into its distinct states. On the graph, this is shown by where the data appears to plateau. Accounting for noise, for 27 clusters, the optimal number of hidden states seems to be around 14 states.
**Average Neuron Activity Difference.** For each video in each part, we found the average difference of MPOA neuronal activities between when an outputted behavior or state was happening and when it was not. We then averaged the average differences for each behavior or state across all videos. ANOVA single factor and post hoc Tukey tests were then conducted to determine the significance of our conglomerated averages. This analysis was done only in mothers.

**Correlations.** For each video in each part, we also ran correlations between the activities of the MPOA neurons with the outputted behaviors/states. Since the outputted states contained a binary output that was not helpful against continuous correlation measurements, we decided to find the average of behavior and neuronal activity within a given time bin of 1 second. These time bins ensured that both the outputted behaviors/states and neuronal activities were not binary values and could be correlated. Next Pearson’s correlation was calculated for each neuron against each behavior. The Pearson’s r correlation coefficient was averaged across neurons for each behavior. We then further averaged the correlation coefficient across all videos and used ANOVA single factor and post hoc Tukey tests to determine the significance of the conglomerated averages.

**Results**

*Part 1 Quantified Previously Described Parenting Behaviors*

From the criteria listed in Table 2b, we were able to develop a user-defined system that quantified 12 previously described parenting behaviors. However, due to consistent overlaps between behaviors, we simplified this and focused on 6 previously described parenting behaviors, with an additional seventh category of “Other” that included all frames with the remaining 6 previously described parenting behaviors (“Adult in nest”, “Pup in Nest”, “Pup Entering Nest”, “Adult with Pup”, “Adult in nest with pup”, and “Adult entering nest with pup”)
or had no quantified behaviors. The 6 chosen previously described parenting behaviors are
“Retrieving the pup”, “Investigating the pup”, “Approaching the pup”, “Sitting with the pup”,
“Adult exiting nest”, and “Adult entering nest”. An example ethogram for these behaviors can
be found in Fig. 13a. Furthermore, selected behaviors are also visualized in Fig. 13b-c.

Previously Described Parenting Behaviors Encompass a Minority of Parenting Assays

From the ethogram in Fig. 5, we observed that many of the animals spent most of their time in
the “Other” category rather than the 6 previously described parenting behaviors. We confirmed
this finding by plotting the distribution of time spent in the different behaviors (Fig. 14), where
we found that across mothers, virgin females, and fathers, the time spent in the “Other” category
was approximately 80 percent. This high percentage indicates that there may be a need for
additional parenting behaviors to be quantified that are not currently described in research, since
the “Other” category included many frames with behaviors that could not be quantified by the 6
previously described parenting behaviors. Furthermore, the difference between the bars were
significant (Z-scores: Mothers (m) to virgin females (vf): -12.0, vf to fathers (f): 14.9, f to m: -
6.62; all p-values < 0.05), where virgin females spent the most time in “Other” and fathers the
least. Although it is consistent with prior research that virgin females spend less time performing
the previously described parenting behaviors, these results indicate that there may be more
mother-specific behaviors that are not currently quantified by existing research. In fact, current
behavior quantifications might optimize for more father specific parenting behaviors. To come to
a more solid conclusion the analysis should include more replicates of the assays. However, this
may further reinforce the need to describe and quantify newly described parenting behaviors in
mice.
Fig. 13. Ethograms and Visualization for 6 Previously Described Parenting Behaviors. In (a), a mother’s parenting assay ethogram is shown. From the ethogram, it is visually clear that the behaviors logically follow each other, where animals enter before exiting the nest and approach before retrieving the pup. Ethograms were also made for virgin females and fathers that followed the same format (not displayed). (b-c) visualize two of the six previously described parenting behaviors, where the left displays the video frame and the right shows the corresponding behavior.
Fig. 14. Distribution of Time Spent Doing Previously Described Parenting Behaviors Across Mouse Types. We plotted the percentage of frames that our user-defined system denoted doing a previously described parenting behavior or “Other” for each mouse type. The key for the x-axis behaviors is shown in the graph. All * denote $p < 0.05$. 
Father and Virgin Female Behaviors Consistent with Behavior Assay Observations

Based on Fig. 14, we also saw that the 6 previously described quantified behaviors consistently depicted differences across mouse types that corresponded with behavior assay observations. For example, we saw virgin females significantly entered the nest (B2) less than mothers and fathers (Z-scores: m to vf: 2.76, vf to f: -2.75; all p-values < 0.05). This was consistent with observations where virgin females tended to parent less and explore more outside the nest. In addition, for fathers, we saw that they significantly approached (B5) (Z-scores: f to m: 4.13; p-value < 0.05) and investigated (B6) (Z-scores: f to m: 3.06; p-value < 0.05) for longer time periods compared to mothers. This was consistent with observations during the behavior assays, which may suggest that fathers have a different sampling process before retrieving the pup when compared to mothers. Finally, we noticed that fathers significantly exited the nest (B3) more than other mouse types (Z-scores: vf to f: -2.41, f to m: 3.82; all p-values < 0.05). A possible explanation for this is that fathers tend to sit on the edge of the nest more. Given that our user-defined system used a criteria of overlapping percentage change between the animal and nest to determine B3, we hypothesize that the tendency of fathers often sitting near the edge of the nest could have resulted in the higher occurrence of B3 in fathers. This provides impetus to incorporate where the animal spends its time in the nest into description of mouse parenting behaviors.

Importance of Continuous Retrieval Processes

An interesting difference was observed in retrieving the pup (B7), where mothers spent significantly more time retrieving the pup compared to fathers and virgin females (Z-scores: m to vf: 2.20, f to m: -2.41; all p-values < 0.05) (Fig. 14). We hypothesize two possible causes for this
result. First, it is possible that mothers are gentler with their retrieval, which would make the overall process slower. Second, we also noted that our user-defined system relied on a continuous percentage change occurring in the distance between the pup and the nest to determine if B7 was happening. Given this result, we observed that in most behavior assays fathers and virgin females had many gaps in their retrieval process whereas mothers often had fewer but longer continuous retrieval processes. This suggests an importance of the length of retrieval that could be incorporated into current and future mouse parenting behaviors, since the last retrieval bout whereby an animal finally brings the pup into the nest could be processed differently across mouse types.

**Part 2 Quantified 3 Hidden Adult-Pup Parenting Behavioral States**

Using the 8 parameters from Table 2a (excluded parameter 3 due to redundancy with parameter 4) and the 7 previously described behaviors in Fig. 14, the GLM-HMM outputted three hidden states. Since the inputted data only encompassed the time when the pup was in the nest, we believe these three hidden states represent three adult-pup parenting behavioral states. A sample ethogram for these three behaviors is displayed in Fig. 15a. We have also averaged the features in each state to provide a more quantified description of each state (Fig. 15b).

**Hidden State 1 Likely Represents a Non-Parenting State, and Hidden State 3 Likely Represents a Parenting State**

Similar to the results of Part 1, we plotted the distribution of time spent in each state across mouse types (Fig. 16). We found that mothers spent significantly less time in hidden state 1 compared to virgin females and fathers (Z-scores: m to vf: -26.1, f to m: 25.0; all p-values <
Fig. 15. Ethograms and Descriptions of Hidden States from Part 2. (a) shows the ethogram of the 3 hidden states plotted for a mother (virgin female/father ethograms not displayed). (b) is a table showing the quantified average features across all frames in each hidden state. Features 1 and 2 were normalized to their means. Features 7 and 8 were taken relative to the horizontal. These averages can be thought of as non-descriptive quantifications of the hidden states.
Fig. 16. Distribution of Time Spent in Hidden States Across Mouse Types. We plotted the percentage of frames that our GLM-HMM denoted an animal being in a certain hidden state. The key for the x-axis hidden states is shown in the graph. All * denote $p < 0.05$. 

Percent Spent in Different States, by Mouse Type

- St1: Hidden State 1
- St2: Hidden State 2
- St3: Hidden State 3
0.05), which suggested that hidden state 1 represented some form of a non-parenting state. Additionally, we observed the opposite for hidden state 3, where mothers and fathers spent significantly more time than virgin females in this state (Z-scores: m to vf: 27.2, vf to f: -21.9, f to m: -5.14; all p-values < 0.05). This indicates that hidden state 3 could be a parenting state. For hidden state 2, we observed that virgin females significantly spent more time in this state than mothers (Z-scores: m to vf: 27.2, vf to f: -21.9; all p-values < 0.05), who spent significantly more time in this state than fathers (Z-scores: f to m: -5.14; p-value < 0.05). Although these results hint that there could be sex specific differences in parenting behavior displayed in hidden state 2, further research should be conducted to draw more conclusive results.

**Part 3 Quantified 11 Newly Described Adult Posture Parenting Behaviors**

Based on the 14 features in Table 3a, our HMM outputted 14 hidden states that could each represent a potential newly described adult posture related to parenting behavior. In fact, the 14 features were averaged across all frames in each state to provide a more quantified description of each state (Table 3b). After observing the videos, we formed descriptions for each hidden state and ended up with 11 newly described behaviors (Fig. 17a). Specifically, these behaviors were named after consistent postures found in each state: “Hunched, with snout down movement”, “forward jerky movement”, “forward locomotion”, “alternating hunched/stretched”, “curved movement”, “stretched investigation”, “forward movement ending in snout up”, “stationary, with enhanced snout movement”, “stretch and contract”, “curved stationary”, and “stationary, with idle head”. 3 of the hidden states were deemed irrelevant for having too few frames. An example ethogram for these 14 hidden states is shown in Fig. 17b.
Table 3. Part 3’s Hidden States Descriptions. In (a), the 14 features and their corresponding measurements are listed. In (b), the hidden states (S1, S2, etc.) are quantitatively described by the 14 features in (a), averaged across all frames in each hidden state.
Fig. 17. **Descriptions and Ethograms of Hidden States from Part 3.** In (a), the 14 hidden states are given qualitative names, based on the 14 features from Table 3a observed over our behavior assays. In (b), the hidden state ethogram for a mother is shown (virgin female/father ethograms not displayed). The states on the y-axis follow the order described in (a).
Hunched, Stationary, and Head Idle Postures Indicative of Parenting Behavior

Following similar results to Part 1 and 2, we decided to plot a distribution of the time spent in each hidden state across mouse types (Fig. 18). We noticed that mothers and fathers spent significantly more time in both “Hunched, with snout down movement” (St1) (Z-scores: m to vf: 2.58, vf to f: -10.6, f to m: 17.6; all p-values < 0.05) and “Stationary, with head idle” (St14) (Z-scores: m to vf: 10.4, vf to f: -6.88, f to m: -4.06; all p-values < 0.05) states. In checking the video frames where these states occurred, we hypothesize that these postures could indicate parenting behavior in mice. When the animal is hunched, it is often a mother or father in the nest nudging, grooming, or sitting on top of the pup. Moreover, we noticed that the head is more idle in mothers and fathers when they sit with the pup, which allows them to spend more time in the “Stationary, with head idle” states. This was heavily contrasted with a result from our previously described behaviors, where we found that virgin females spent more time “Sitting with the Pup” (B4) than mothers and fathers (Z-scores: m to vf: -4.29, vf to f: 2.73; all p-values < 0.05). Since our user-defined system criteria for “Sitting with the Pup” was rather strict, where the behavior only occurred if the adult polygon completely encompassed the pup, we must acknowledge it is possible that the system simply missed out on instances where the mothers and fathers were supposedly sitting with the pup but did not exactly fulfill the criteria. However, an alternative explanation is that although virgin females are sitting with the pup, they are not actively focused on the pup. This hypothesis is reinforced by the observation that virgin females spend significantly more time in the “Forward movement ending in snout up” (St10) state (Z-scores: m to vf: -16.5, vf to f: 13.1; all p-values < 0.05) (Fig. 14), which often indicates exploratory movement. In fact, we observed that virgin females tended to rear and explore outside the nest more in the videos, resulting in them often having stretched and enhanced head movement.
postures. Given these hypotheses, further research should be done to confirm the importance of hunched or steady head postures during newly described mouse parenting behaviors.

**Contracting Movement Associated with Nest Building Parenting Behavior**

When reviewing our videos, we noticed that there were two hidden states that often occurred during nest building phases: “Forward jerky movement” (St2) and “Stretch and contract” (St12). Fathers and mothers spent significantly more time in the “Forward jerky movement” state than virgin females (Z-scores: m to vf: 6.32, vf to f: -7.44, f to m: 2.99; all p-values < 0.05) (Fig. 18). In contrast, fathers and virgin females spent more time in the “Stretch and contract” state than mothers (Z-scores: m to vf: -18.3, vf to f: 8.4, f to m: 5.98; all p-values < 0.05) (Fig. 18). We hypothesized that these observations could be due to two types of nest building during parenting behavior. First, in the “Forward jerky movement” state, mothers and fathers are often building a nest for the pup, resulting in forward lunges to push nest material into a shape that is suitable for the pup. However, in the second “Stretch and contract” state, fathers and virgin females were observed both pushing and pulling nest material, which was interpreted as reshaping the nest material around the pup in the nest. This interpretation is consistent with previous behavior assay observations that mothers often build the best initial nests for pups, prior to the pup entering the nest. This results in mothers adjusting the nest much less than fathers and virgin females. Given these hypotheses, further research should be conducted to fully understand the different contracting movements in mice and how they could be integrated into quantifying newly described or better defining previously described mouse parenting behaviors.
Fig. 18. Distribution of Time Spent in Hidden States Across Mouse Types. We plotted the percentage of frames that our HMM denoted an animal being in a certain hidden state. The key for the x-axis hidden states is shown in the graph. All * denote significance, where $p < 0.05$. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>States</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St1</td>
<td>Hunched, with snout down movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St2</td>
<td>Forward jerky movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St4</td>
<td>Forward Locomotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St6</td>
<td>Alternating hunched/stretched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St7</td>
<td>Curved movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St9</td>
<td>Stretched Investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St10</td>
<td>Forward movement ending in snout up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St11</td>
<td>Stationary, with enhanced snout movement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St12</td>
<td>Stretch and contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St13</td>
<td>Curved Stationary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St14</td>
<td>Stationary, with idle head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St3,5,8</td>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- Mothers
- Virgin Females
- Fathers
Body Position and Stationary Head Movement Reveal Potential Sex Specific Parenting Differences

There were two states that were significantly longer in duration for mothers and virgin females than fathers: “Alternating hunched/stretched” (St6) (Z-scores: m to vf: 4.11, vf to f: 2.38, f to m: -5.43; all p-values < 0.05) and “Stationary, with enhanced snout movement” (St11) (Z-scores: vf to f: 8.19, f to m: 5.98; all p-values < 0.05) (Fig. 18). After checking with our videos, the “Alternating hunched/stretched” state still seemed too ambiguous to concretely define its connection to female parenting patterns. However, it may be interesting to examine further the sex differences between how fast and often animals change body postures during parenting to determine if these differences play a role in newly described mouse parenting behavior. The “Stationary, with enhanced snout movement” state was more clearly associated with grooming and investigating, two activities that females tend to naturally do more frequently while parenting. Specifically, it has been observed that females tend to move their head more often than males and will often investigate at much closer ranges than males. Although grooming and investigation are previously described parenting behaviors, further research should be conducted to properly understand the role that head movement plays in parenting. If there is a sex difference in how females tend to care for pups, head movement may be a key posture to observe in future parenting assays to better understand the sex-specific circuits underlying newly described mouse parenting behavior.

MPOA Neurons Likely Encode “Approaching/Investigating the Pup” Behaviors

We found that the ANOVA single factor analysis of our data for Part 1 was significant (p-value: 0.00013). In running the post hoc Tukey tests, we found that “Approaching the Pup” (B5) and “Investigating the Pup” (B6) were significantly higher than the “Other” (B1) behavior (B5 vs. B1
p-value < 0.05, B6 vs. B1 p-value < 0.01) (Fig. 19a). Given that our “Other” behavior encompasses mainly non-parenting behaviors, we can take it as a form of control. Then, the significantly higher activity levels for B5 and B6 are indicative that MPOA neurons strongly encode these behaviors. Additional support is also provided for “Investigating the Pup”, given that the activity of MPOA neurons was significantly higher for B6 when compared to any other behavior excluding B5 (B2 vs. B6 p-value < 0.06, B3 vs. B6 p-value < 0.01, B4 vs. B6 p-value < 0.05, B6 vs. B7 p-value < 0.01) (Fig. 19a).

**MPOA Neurons do not Encode the Hidden Parenting Behavioral States**

From our ANOVA test, we found that there was no significance in the activity differences of the MPOA neurons for any of the hidden parenting behavioral states (p-value: 0.219) (Fig. 19b). Thus, we believe that the MPOA neurons do not encode these specific hidden parenting behavioral states, and perhaps future research should explore other parenting related neurons that could govern such hidden parenting behavioral states.

**No Significant Relationship between MPOA Neurons and Postural Parenting Behaviors**

Given the irrelevant natures of state 3, 5, and 8, we removed them for our ANOVA and post hoc tests. Although the ANOVA test was significant (p: 0.413), there were no significant differences between the states found in our post hoc Tukey analysis (Fig. 19c). A result that was borderline significant was that state 9 “Stretched Investigation” had a higher difference in MPOA neuronal activity than state 1 “Hunched, with snout down movement” (p-value < 0.1) (Fig. 19c). This was intriguing given that “Stretched Investigation” is consistent with our previously described behavior results, where the “Investigating the Pup” behavior had a higher difference in MPOA
neuronal activity than all other previously described behaviors. The fact that multiple investigation-based behaviors resulted in similar activity differences in the MPOA neurons suggests that there may be a strong encoding of this parenting behavior in the MPOA neurons.

**MPOA Neurons were Not Highly Correlated with Previously Described Behaviors**

We saw that there were very low correlations across all previously described behaviors (Fig. 20). This could be because although these neurons encode parenting behaviors, the timing at the resolution we investigated (~1 second) might not be optimal. However, from our ANOVA and post hoc Tukey tests, we observed that there was significantly less correlation for the “Other” (B1) behaviors when compared to all other previously described behaviors in Part 1 (all p-values < 0.01) (Fig. 20a). Given that the MPOA neurons were associated with previously described parenting behaviors (Kohl et al., 2018), this result aligns well with previous observations. In addition, we observed that there was a higher correlation for “Investigating the Pup” (B6) when compared to “Adult exiting the nest” (B3) (p-value < 0.05), which again highlights the link between the MPOA neurons and investigation-related parenting behaviors.

**Hidden States and Postural Behaviors had Unclear Correlations with MPOA Neurons**

Overall, the correlations for Part 2’s hidden parenting behavioral states and Part 3’s postural parenting behaviors were rather low (Fig. 20b-c) again pointing to different time scales to look at. There was significant difference between the positive correlation for hidden state 1 and negative correlation for hidden state 3 (p-value < 0.01), which reinforces the idea that these hidden states are distinctly different from each other. For Part 3’s postural states, we did remove states 3, 5, and 8 in Part 3 for their irrelevancy before conducting any ANOVA or post hoc tests.
Fig. 19. **Average MPOA neuronal activity differences for different behaviors and states.** In each part, we took the average difference of MPOA neuronal activity between when the behavior or state was present in the frame and when it was not. We decided to solely focus on mothers due to smaller sample sizes in virgin females and males. (a) shows the differences for Part 1, (b) for Part 2, and (c) for Part 3. All ** denote $p < 0.01$, * denote $p < 0.05$, and grey * denote $p < 0.1$. 
Fig. 20. Average Pearson’s r Coefficient of MPOA neuronal activity and different behaviors or states. Since the outputted behaviors or states formed a step-wise function, we found the average activity or behavior/state over a 1 second duration, and ran correlations with these continuous values. The results for Part 1 are shown in (a), Part 2 in (b), and Part 3 in (c). All ** denote $p < 0.01$ and * denote $p < 0.05$. 
However, there was still no significance in the one-way ANOVA test. Further research should be conducted to confirm these results, especially in elucidating what hidden states 1 and 3 could imply for newly described parenting behaviors. In the future, different time scales should be investigated. Also, as we looked at activity across all the neurons, future analysis should focus on looking at specific subgroups of neurons instead of looking at all of them.

**Discussion**

Despite numerous advances in machine learning, a robust framework for quantifying naturalistic behavior has been difficult to develop. Within parenting alone, challenges like accurately tracking multiple animals, identifying hidden states related to parenting, and describing new parenting motor actions or postures have long hindered the development of such a framework. However, our three-pronged approach comprising of a user-defined system and unsupervised methods has demonstrated a novel framework that can accurately quantify previously described parenting behaviors, detect hidden behavioral states that affect parenting behavior, and find postures not previously associated with parenting behavior.

*Nova Framework to Quantify Parenting Behavior*

For our framework, we had three main components: a user-defined system that was more hardcoded and two models that were more unsupervised. Both approaches were chosen with different goals in mind. For the user-defined system, we wanted a way to gather high throughput data using a stable pipeline that would be robust under different conditions, especially pertaining to scale and modification of features across different videos. For the two unsupervised models, we needed a method to identify hidden states or body postures researchers had not previously incorporated into parenting behavior. Therefore, we went for an unsupervised approach. Within
our framework, we believe that the hardcoded user-defined system allows for faster and efficient processing of the previously described behaviors, whereas our unsupervised models have found interesting new hidden states and postures to explore further in parenting behavior.

However, there are improvements that we suggest to our framework, particularly for the unsupervised model approach. We were originally motivated to use a GLM-HMM because we needed to combine multiple variables (e.g. various features) and produce multiple outputs (e.g. behaviors/states probabilities) for a single frame. The GLM aspect of the GLM-HMM allows for both the combination of multiple inputs and outputs. In addition, the GLM-HMM approach has previously found hidden states that have revealed hidden motivations in fly mating behavior (Calhoun et al., 2019) that we believed could be helpful in the context of parenting behavior. Yet, given the somewhat ambiguous results of our GLM-HMM, further modifications on the intrinsic model itself may be warranted. We found that throughout our parameter variations, the most significant improvement occurred with increasing the lambda, where the time spent in each hidden state was longer and more stable. Given a higher lambda increasingly smooths our data, further work could be done in improving the intrinsic ability of the model to parse noise, which could include researching different optimization functions or regularizers. Furthermore, given that different variations of HMM algorithms can include the ability to provide multiple inputs, we believe other HMM variations could also be considered in the future.

The other unsupervised approach we used included a clustering step to identify similar frames and then an HMM model to combine these clusters into describable behaviors. We originally chose to use HMM for finding postural parenting behaviors due to its ability to incorporate history. Since behaviors are usually completed over multiple frames, we liked that the HMM transition and emission matrices stored historical information across multiple frames. However,
there are two areas to potentially research further. First, we had relied on k-means clustering to transform the features in each frame into one input for the HMM. Given k-means is a well-known clustering approach that is less time-intensive, we wanted to see if as a baseline, it could produce meaningful results. However, one clustering method we would explore further if given more time is spectral clustering. We initially examined spectral clustering, but it proved to be too time-intensive, since the runtime scales exponentially with each additional frame added. In the future, we would likely re-run spectral clustering on a smaller set of frames first to see if any results could be drawn from a smaller sample size. Additionally, dimensionality reduction methods like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) could be used to reduce the inputted feature space (Berman, 2018). Second, we would have liked to compare the HMM results with other models that also incorporate history, such as Bayesian inference models.

*Ability to Collect High Throughput Behavior Quantification Data*

We ultimately were able to quantify several previously described parenting behaviors in mice (Table 2b), where our initial cross-references between the user-defined system and human behavior annotations averaged at least 90 percent similarity for four of these behaviors. In addition, many of the findings from the user-defined system matched our visual observations during the behavior assays, whether that was seeing how virgin females explored more outside the nest, fathers investigated longer before retrieving the pup, and mothers had longer retrieval processes. These results indicate that this user-defined system potentially provides a high throughput method that would allow researchers to accurately analyze numerous videos in shorter time periods. A major strength of this user-defined system is that many of its behavior quantifications are largely based on ratios and percentages rather than environment specific
details. Thus, even if the environments of a behavior assay change, the user-defined system can still accurately and quickly quantify various behaviors. This is in contrast to previous supervised methods that are trained to be used in very specific contexts (Nilsson et al., 2020; Segalin et al., 2020). Given the time consuming and biased nature of human annotation, this user-defined system could provide unprecedented change for conducting more efficient analysis and larger sample experiments.

Yet, there were a few limitations for this user-defined system that should be noted. First, many of these behaviors were quantified based on unique features of a given parenting behavior. For instance, entering the nest could clearly be measured by the percent overlap change between nest and mouse; retrieving the pup could be succinctly measured by the distance change between the pup and nest (Table 2b). These features were very context dependent for parenting behavior, and other naturalistic behaviors (e.g. foraging, aggression, mating, social encounters, fly courtship behaviors, etc.) may not be as easily measured with simple geometric features (Hong et al., 2015; Berman et al., 2016; Calhoun et al., 2019). In those cases, this user-defined system could be limited in which behaviors it can accurately or efficiently quantify. In addition, our user-defined system is still affected by human bias. From the features that we chose to look at to the previously described behaviors we highlighted, there were significant human choices made throughout the design of this system. Thus, although this user-defined system did highlight that previously described parenting behaviors take up very little time in the behavior assays and that more parenting behaviors should be defined, this result could change if there were different features or behaviors were examined in the experiment. Further research should be done to confirm our results on whether these chosen features and behaviors are the most optimal.
Ability to Detect Hidden Factors in Parenting

We used our GLM-HMM to quantify 3 hidden states that are related to parenting behavior. Similar to previous work done in fly mating behavior (Calhoun et al., 2019), we were able to find hidden states that could indicate motivational or emotional factors related to parenting. Specifically, we were able to differentiate that hidden state 1 and hidden state 3 represented a non-parenting and parenting state respectively, whereas hidden state 2 may be a sex-specific parenting state. The GLM-HMM results here indicate an exciting and novel method for analyzing naturalistic behaviors like parenting, since previous research has not had the tools to examine similarly hidden factors with such detail. Given the motivation-related function of the hypothalamus where the MPOA neurons are located, these hidden states could provide new discoveries of parenting behavior and unprecedented findings for neuronal function.

However, these results are still preliminary, especially given that many of the hidden states here were not intuitive. While we were able to observe that these three hidden states visually best represented the behavior assays since they minimized constant state switches, we were unable to discern what exact patterns the model was seeing to separate the frames into the different hidden states. Our model still has room for improvement though. These included aspects like expanding to a larger training set, exploring different types of regularizers, increasing the number of inputted features, and even varying the types of inputted features. For instance, whether it was defining the “Entering the Nest” behavior in Part 1 with the snout body point or noticing numerous states differentiated solely by head movement in Part 3, our research indicates that an important feature to input in future experiments would be one that concerns the head of the mouse. If further research incorporates such improvements into future GLM-HMM models, we believe the hidden states could become more intuitive. With more precise descriptions of the
motivational or emotional factors that exist in these hidden states, new parenting behaviors could be described and existing ones could be examined in a new light.

*Ability to Quantify Newly Described Parenting Behaviors*

Our HMM quantified 14 postural behaviors not described earlier, 11 of which were occurring frequently during the parenting assays. These 11 postural parenting behaviors revealed the importance of the head and snout movement of mice in parenting. For instance, the hunched posture with an idle head appeared closely associated with parenting behavior. Furthermore, the stationary body with enhanced snout movement results appeared to indicate a difference between female and male parenting behavior. These postural parenting behaviors were not documented before, but the HMM was able to identify and highlight these new parenting behaviors. In addition, other behaviors such as the forward jerky and contracting movement, which ended up coinciding with aspects of nest building, were also new parenting behaviors previously undocumented. These preliminary results indicate the potential of this method to discover, quantify, and identify previously undescribed parenting behaviors. This is especially exciting, given that many researchers would not likely know to look for the behaviors identified in this part, and they represent new behaviors that can be incorporated into future experiments examining mouse parenting behavior.

The most surprising finding from this part was the number of similar states that were ultimately separated by head movement differences (e.g. Forward locomotion vs. Forward movement ending in snout up, Stationary with enhanced snout movement vs. Stationary with idle head, etc.). However, an underlying cause of these similar states could also be due to the limitation of human verbal descriptions. As researchers, we must describe new behaviors in the context of
existing behaviors or observable features. Yet, the wide range of behaviors likely spans beyond what humans can verbally describe. Thus, these results highlight a need for incorporating newly described behaviors into future experiments. Given the unconstrained nature of parenting and other naturalistic behaviors, there are likely new behaviors that cannot be objectively describe without further research and understanding. Therefore, by using the averages of the quantified features (Table 3b) in this method, researchers could perhaps go beyond the existing descriptive behaviors, discover new non-descriptive behaviors, and uncover new neuronal roles for parenting behavior.

**MPOA Neurons May Relate to Initiation of Parenting**

From our results in Part 1’s previously described behaviors and Part 3’s postural parenting behaviors, we saw that MPOA neurons had greater activity differences and stronger correlations with parenting behaviors related to investigation and approaching the pup. These results confirm that parenting behaviors are significantly encoded in the MPOA, consistent with previous research (Wu et al., 2014; Kohl et al., 2018). However, it was interesting to note that the behaviors that the MPOA neurons responded strongly to, investigation and approaching, all happen at the start of most parenting processes. Often, after a pup is presented, these are two common behaviors completed when the adult begins to realize the pup is in its presence and attempts to care for it. This may suggest that the MPOA neurons specifically play a role in the initiation of parenting, and further research should be conducted to confirm these findings.
Potential for Further Subdivision of MPOA Neurons

In general, our analyses of MPOA neuron activity differences were cleaner than those of MPOA neuron correlations. We hypothesize that this could be due to further specialization in a subset of MPOA neurons. Specifically, we were initially puzzled by how we saw there was a negative correlation between hidden state 3 and MPOA neuron activity but a higher distribution of time spent in hidden state 3 by mothers and fathers. However, we realized that this could be due to the fact there are subsets of MPOA neurons that may encode for separate and even opposing processes. Since we averaged our correlation and activity difference values across all MPOA neurons, the correlations, which assign equal weight to each neuron, will be more negatively affected than activity differences, which assign unequal weights to each neuron. Thus, this could explain why we saw almost no activity difference in Fig. 19b but much larger negative correlation in Fig. 20b for hidden state 3. This suggests that a potential subdivision of MPOA neurons should be examined in future parenting assays, where a single cell or smaller subset may be needed to get a fuller picture of the function of MPOA neurons in parenting behavior. It is also possible that the correlation results stem from too small of a time bin size. Since behaviors may take longer than one second to complete, the correlations may be inaccurate if the time bin is too short and does not take in the activity of the entire behavior. Additional research examining different time bin sizes can help elucidate these results further, and if the MPOA neurons are subdivided even more into specialized functions.

Impetus to Explore Other Parenting Neurons

We observed that the quantified mouse parenting behaviors yielded meaningful information about brain function. We were able to use activity differences and correlations to hypothesize
potential relationships between new hidden states and postures and MPOA neurons. However, there was still a large majority of “Other” behaviors from Part 1 and postural parenting behaviors from Part 3 that we could not find relationships for. This was particularly interesting, given that although MPOA seem to be a key neuron in driving parenting behavior, they do not control all aspects of it. This could provide motivation to therefore search other brain regions and neurons for parenting-related functions.

**Conclusion**

Using mouse parenting behavior as a motivating case study, we were able to develop a three-pronged behavior quantification framework (the code will be uploaded to a Github repository) that analyzes previously described parenting behaviors with high throughput, identifies hidden states associated with parenting behaviors, and illuminates newly described parenting behaviors. The framework’s outputted quantifications were also proven to be tangibly useful for future experiments, whether that be in using the quantifications to analyze detailed differences in parenting behavior across mothers, fathers and virgin females or discovering how the quantifications reveal new findings for MPOA neuronal function. This framework holds immense potential for creating more detailed behavior quantification that not only builds upon existing behaviors but also expands the definitions for mouse parenting behavior. Ultimately, mouse parenting behavior is one case study of many naturalistic behaviors, and we hope that this framework can be applied to drive similarly unprecedented discoveries and analysis for other naturalistic behaviors.
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